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THE WHEEL
If you have been perusing MyDenison you may have recently come across an app called My Wheel. The 
Wheel is an interactive series of colorful concentric circles that “represents the outcomes of a Denison 
education.” There are 13 “Core Student Learning Outcomes” that are broken-down from four larger “Core 
Student Learning Goals.” These Goals are the three parts of the first sentence of the mission statement and 
then all the General Education Competency requirements essentially put into one. Students then can “map 
each of their courses and Denison experiences” that can range from “organizations, leadership roles, campus 
jobs, internships, etc.” to each of the outcomes.

The Wheel is intended as a way to help with accreditation for students to reflect on their Denison experi-
ence. Accompanying The Wheel are two questions asking how one might develop and seek out ways to 
have growth in these Learning Outcomes.

I want to commend Denison for using The Wheel. I am blown away that Denison was successful in synthe-
sizing an entire liberal arts education into just 13 Core Learning Outcomes. More so, I applaud Denison for 
using a heavily structured and controlled mode of reflection that can be accessed by administrators. Nothing 
captures the essence of the free-thinking aspect of the liberal arts like pre-defined outcomes!

As almost everything now that happens at Denison has to be learning focused I present below 13 Core 
Student Learning Outcomes that come from being a staff member on The Bullsheet. Definitions of each of 
the Outcomes can be found on My Wheel which I suggest you all go to -- The Wheel is fun to click on and 
watch each color get bigger and smaller!

Analytical Thinking

The Bullsheet has always had a 
part when things start breaking 
down on campus 

Critical Thinking 

When writing a piece I am always 
asking myself “am I pissing off 
the right people?”

Creative Thinking

lol our name is a pun about shit

Civic Life: 

Everything published by the 
Bullsheet has only improved the 
Denison Community 100% of the 
time.

Global Perspectives

Bullsheeters have experienced 
many types of foreign alcohols 
and substances

Differences Among Person

A double-sided legal size piece of 
paper is the best way to have de-
bates between two or more people 
about petty issues 

Power & Justice

We’ve been pretty good at 
sticking it to the man

Ethical Reasoning

n/a

Agency

We let anyone make themselves 
look like an ass

Identify Awareness

We are Denison’s only student 
newspaper

Quantitative Reasoning

The worth of a  piece is deter-
mined by how many people it 
pisses off  

Oral Communication

;)

Written Communication

The Bullsheet has a rigorous set 
of guidelines for submissions 
to ensure that submitters have 
thought out thier arguments, 
include multiple perspectives and 
pieces of evidence, if it will better 
the campus and if it has perfect 
spieling and gramer.

- Zach Correia, Head Writer



Bull’s  
Last Word

Staff “Jams” Box 
Jax “Grape” Preyer, Former Managing Editor

Elizabeth “Black Berry Jam” Arterberry, Junior Writer
Katie “Italian Jam” Kerrigan, Foreign Correspondent

Jack “Jam Session” May, Sophomore Writer

Zach “Chipotle Jam” Correia, Head Writer

Spin The 
Wheel!

Charlie “Peach Jam” Schweiger, Junior Write

Isabella “Orenge Marmalde” Puccini, Senior Editor
Sophia “Tomato Jam” Menconi, Senior Editor

James “Kelp” Whitney, Sophomore Editor

Jay “Strawberry” Huff, Senior Writer

HOT TAKES: FOOD PAIRINGS

MISSION34 IS HOLDING A COOL EVENT AND I THINK YOU 

We haven’t had a Bullsheet controversy in a good while, so allow me to make some waves:

1) Pineapple on pizza is objectively delicious. The acidic and tangy nature of the fruit makes it complement 
otherwise unremarkable pizza toppings (e.g. Canadian bacon/ham - not bad on its own but lacking pizazz; 
green peppers - refreshing but a bit bland if not paired with a bolder topping). While we’re at it, unless a 
pizza’s crust is burnt so badly it’s only a few atoms away from becoming literal charcoal, crust is actually 
pretty good. 

2) Homemade (or just well-made) mayonnaise is freaking amazing on hot, lightly salted fries. Mayo gets a 
lot of hate, and it’s understandable, as I’m not wild about it on sandwiches, and it’s often overused with wild 
abandon. However: when lightly seasoned (per Zach’s preceding article, chipotle mayo is a classic) or just… 
not out of a jar that’s been unrefrigerated on a supermarket shelf for the past two months, it adds to the fla-
vor profile of the fries without overpowering them, unlike the typical ketchup or other similar sauces. It just 
works.

3) Strawberry jam is the best condiment for fried chicken, and this is coming from someone who loves BBQ 
wings. I first tried this at a place that served it on their chicken and waffles, and frankly, it was a magical expe-
rience to eat even without the added sweetness of waffle or syrup. It’s not conventional, but it’s really, really 
good.

I await your hate mail. My only request is that you don’t knock these food pairings until you’ve tried them. 

Elizabeth Arterberry, Junior Writer
& Culinary War Criminal


